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Multispecies constellations teach us indispensable things in relation to ourselves and the 
world, helping to unravel the individualistic, destructive ways of human living. In our recent 
work we have observed multispecies cultures, hoping to relearn how to form communities 
and share spaces, whether bodies, other cavities or clearings, with other critters. 

Our practice strives to adapt meaningfully to the prevailing circumstances. The concept 
of focality works as a tool in helping to find toehold in the contemporary oil-lubricated 
experience. The prerequisites for focality (Lat. focus, fireplace) are practices and objects 
that require concentration, commitment, and skilfulness. The focal artworking has to 
form in an intense relationship with the existing material possibilities as well as the local 
strata of knowledge. At its best, working with local, in-situ matter also connects firmly 
with ecological artwork production. When acclimatizing oneself to materials, relations, and 
places, brittleness and interdependence become important.
 



ETHNOGRAPHIES OF A HOMESPUN SPINELESSNESS CULT  
AND OTHER NEIGHBOURLY RELATIONS | 2019

11.5.–24.11.2019 
Nordic Pavilion, 58th Biennale di Venezia, IT 
in group exhibition Weather Report - Forecasting Future w/ Ane Graff and Ingela Ihrman
curators Leevi Haapala and Piia Oksanen, Kiasma

Gingerbread house

bird spikes
Venetian sand sand bags homemade with ca. 80 % post-consumer textile materials
water and root-forming cuttings of local flora in glass containers
perforated air barrier building paper in roll-up stands
two-channel video installation with padded cables (HD, duration 19 min)
watercolour cut-outs on paper between two tempered glass plates depicting timber wall samples of woodworm Anobium punctatum’s presence
woodworm frass powder from the walls of the artists’ house

Dead hedge

portable geodesic aluminium ball structure
fallen branches

Compost

discarded mooring dolphins partly digested by naval shipworm Teredo navalis
organic surplus of the Giardini flora
nitrophilous plants 

private link to the animation ↓
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CSqNvSUbXvs

























to lose juice | 2022

21.5.–7.8.2022 
Kunstbanken Hamar Kunstsenter, NO
duo exhibition
 
 

Don’t break what you can keep intact. To brrreak is easy, to rrrebuild and to create new is difficult, darning and patching tedious and tiresome.

The end is an extension of temporality; we’re already in it, writing in a downward motion. Necropastoral: glyphosate, Solomons-seal sawfly, smut fungus, 
potato blight, chocolate cyst.

Peat burning fumes are carried by the westerly winds, and the bioeconomy rally that the frosty winter enabled makes the house tremble every day. 
The barren sod grass farm draws the inconsolable horizons of plantationocene. Yet somewhere on the fringes of monocultures and simplifications, the 
possibilities of building good life and death emerge among the beings of the inhabited world. 





















MAPPING THE INSIGNIFICANT | 2018

2.–25.2.2018 
Titanik Gallery   , Turku, FI
duo exhibition
 
 

In the autumn before retreating to their anthill to overwinter, the wood ants eat all the energy-containing eggs and cocoons that would otherwise not 
survive the winter. Deep underneath the anthill, below the frost line, the wintering ants huddle together in large heat-storing lumps, their size similar to 
that of a clenched hand. The ants continue to change their place in the formation so that everyone in turn can get inside to keep warm. The queen ant is 
kept in the middle.

The works on display, however, have formed in dry, rigid, and rectangular spaces. Things that are barely perceptible move slowly on the edges of the field 
of vision, while others melt together in the middle of the room. There may have been a 56-hour blackout. Then the primates too gather in the warmest 
room of the house. Friends have deliberately forgotten some translucent materials in the studio. Texts have piled up and now form snowdrifts on both 
sides of the corridor. The workroom chaos has been simplified to an abstract, visual conundrum with a lossy compression; a sharp-edged polygon mesh; 
a porous, ruined space; a limitlessly scalable object that moves with the help of a mouse. The neighbours that are of different species have been in touch. 
The possibility of sculpting things, either in the dark or with completely closed eyes, remains to be taken into account.

    Whiteness in its righteousness
    bleaches creatures colorless
    tolerates no
    shadow

    [Ursula K. Le Guin, Whiteness. Meditations for Melville, part II]



MAPPING THE INSIGNIFICANT | 2018

2.–25.2.2018 
Titanik Gallery   , Turku, FI

Thinking of Invertebrates | 2017–2018

3D animation (HD, duration 30:16)
intestine sculptures in a mesh bag
silicone wrap 
15 m twine made of unpaired socks left to the Mustarinda residency  
kuvarica, an adaptation of traditional Serbian embroidery craft
rya rugs, depicting fur beetle larvae (Attagenus woodroffei) feeding on oat flakes
screen with plywood and foam board with signs of plastivorous larvae activity 
plastivore bojagi, an adaptation of traditional Korean patchwork craft that has been devoured by speculative plastivorous critters
sugar paste wood ant pupas

Fallouts | 2017 

watercolour on paper

Whiteness | 2018

an Ursula K. Le Guin poem
hacked customer display
stones

Blackout | 2018

3D animation (HD, duration 7:40)
Mustarinda paraphernalia
bristles



































THINKING OF INVERTEBRATES | 2017

7.11.–3.12.2017
Art Sonje Center, Seoul, KR 
in group exhibition Edge Effects – Active Earth, w/ Elena Mazzi & Sara Tirelli, mirko nikolić, Tuomas A. Laitinen, Jaakko Pallasvuo
curator Jenni Nurmenniemi, HIAP
documentation Yeonje Kim

Thinking of Invertebrates | 2017

3D animation, HD, loop, duration 30:16, Finnish audio, English subtitles

The animation Thinking of Invertebrates forms around travel journal entries from a residency period somewhere in Serbia. A digital visual diary consisting 
of sequences of 3D fantasy is combined with a documentary text part, and the two are occasionally connecting, drifting apart and joining again. The 
animated 3D objects and scenes based on photogrammetry give forms to creatures and landscapes that usually are hidden from our senses, but which now 
become observable with a little help from machine vision.

8 September
In the botanical gardens, a bank has sponsored a flowerbed and a telecommunications company a park bench, the historical greenhouse has been renovated 
with EU money. Indoors, a woman waters plant beds with a garden hose. I find the fungi growing on the rotten wood between the labelled plants most 
impressive. Some of the mushrooms look like small, soil-coated almond potatoes. One minuscule pale-yellow fungus, decorative like a hedgehog mushroom, 
is washed invisible with the pressure of the water from the hose. In the cactus room, a stapelia grandiflora is opening its buds. A dark squirrel hides hazelnuts 
from its cheek pouches into a plastic flowerpot by the building. 

private link to the animation ↓
https://youtu.be/-XE-DOzE-co

















mesh/mɛʃ/ | 2015

27.1.–15.3.2015
Areena, Espoo Museum of Modern Art EMMA, Espoo, FI
duo exhibition
soundscape Timo Tuhkanen

mesh/mɛʃ/ started off with an empty space and ended with a lecture. Using presentation equipment found in the museum storage and nomadic elements 
brought in by the artists, the venue became filled with temporary structures and compositions that were assembled and dismantled as needed.

The objects created places of encounter the formation of which was governed by randomness or momentary need and which changed their form in time.  
The artists worked in the Areena project space daily, following a weekly schedule. Their work resulted in maps and diagrams on the walls of the gallery.  
One of them borrowed its form from network diagrams. A network diagram is a graphic representation of a network, a way of examining functions, 
dependencies and the critical path of a project.

The title theme of the show, mesh/mɛʃ/, refers to a complex sequence of events in which things, situations, people and objects are all entwined or 
enmeshed together. It also refers to the mesh made up of the nodes and loops in a network or a fishing net. The exhibition also included a website at  
http://whatamesh.info/. nabbteeri invited the composer Timo Tuhkanen to collaborate in their project. He created a soundscape for the show from  
materials and events emerging in the project space in EMMA.





























FRAGMENTS OF FORMER WORLDS | 2016

group exhibition w/ Riikka Keränen
Ama Gallery, Helsinki, FI

Once again the low tide reveals temporarily hectares of slimy wilderness on the outskirts of Scotland. Underwater sand dunes, stepped boulder fields,  
a squid, a petrified shoe. I lift up a stone, some smelly waterplant is growing from its other end. We sigh deeply and reminisce aloud the stony beach that  
consisted of 3D printed pebbles.

Micromimesis | 2015

light box, prepared digital photo frames, two-channel 3D animation 

Cross-section diagram | 2016

geologial strata patchwork application, roll-up banner

Eye chart | 2016

paper cuts, glass sheets, foam rubber remains

Blind spot | 2016

prepared screen, bench, silk scarf, 3D animation

Fragments of former worlds | 2016

collage on paper, frames (Spanish oak)

Core samples | 2016

fluorescent tubes, light advertisement foil, tape, trestles























TRANSITION ZONE | 2016

243 speculative minerals, transferred onto 35 mm slides
three-channel slide projection

A: Discuss the juxtapositions of nature with culture and technology. The minerals from your most recent production seem hand-picked  
straight from nature, but are created with human technology instead.

nt: Divisions between ‘nature’ and its various counterparties such as ‘culture’ and ‘technology’ are problematic. The cultures or technologies  
of humans and others are in no way detached from their environment. Sculpting speculative minerals is a bodily, machine-assisted event. The movements  
of the optical mouse follow the hand’s range of motion on the table; learned, experience-based knowledge of various substances and their feel guides  
the fantasy. The programmed algorithms carry out the forming and merging of selected articles and textures, the process being partly moderately aleatory.  
The mineral drifts in the transition zone deep in Earth’s mantle can take place at the same inevitable randomness, yet also defined by certain physical 
parameters. The pictures of the minerals are at the same time documents of the technology and its limits: /Background /Bend /Brush /Clay /Crease  
/Deformation /Dissolve /Drag /Draw /Flatten /Grab /Gravity /Inflate /Iron /Knife /Light /Magnet /Metaball /Mirror /Cloner Object /Paint /Particle /Pinch /
Random Effector /Reflector /Rotate /Thinking Particles /Twist /Scale /Scene /Sky /Slide /Smooth /Sphere /Stitch and Sew /Weld /Wind

A: You tend to use found materials in your works. The new minerals seem to fit the bill, but are crafted instead. What is this all about?

nt: The world of 3D has always solidly included the creation of parallel, virtual realities that have an authentic feel. There is and has been some  
kind of slot for them as is shown, for example, in the revival of VR glasses. To counterbalance the collection and sorting of the tangible and often dirty 
surplus we have felt unconstrained with ‘making ourselves’ some speculative, slightly transcendent 3D chunks, as well as to frame their representations 
in the way art documentation works. The deliberate deception happens with the speculative minerals quite plausibly in many degrees, from  
raw material to final documentation and to the final presentation of the work. If anything, the only things that have been found in the conventional  
sense are a few Youtube-tutorials.

Speculative minerals are linked to several contemporary discourses, such as depleting resources, neo-immaterialism of the internet, as well as  
pooling and preservation of the digital and analog data. The geodiversity of the fantasy is combined with the illusion of network-connected, seemingly  
immaterial existence. After all, we are not online nor are our files in the cloud but everything is bound to hardware, minerals, micro-wave radiation,  
the data centers of the subarctic climate.

[an excerpt from the interview with nabbteeri, conducted and written by Tessa Aarniosuo as a part of a series of discussions with artists  
taking part in the Frontiers in Retreat project at HIAP, Helsinki International Artist Programme]





















FALLOUTS | 2017
THINKING OF INVERTEBRATES | 2017

15.6.–20.8.2017
Mustarinda, Hyrynsalmi, FI
in group exhibition Edge Effects w/ mirko nikolić, Elina Vainio, Sylvia Grace Borda
documentation Salla Lahtinen

watercolour on paper, clips, wooden rods, biopolymers 

a rya rug depicting a fur beetle larvae (Attagenus woodroffei) feeding on oat flakes

on a styrofoam wall  an unfinished copy of Donna Haraway’s article published in e-flux in September 2016

shock tube detonators beachcombed from the bays of the Suomenlinna Island and placed in old nail holes and in the old tunnels of the larvae  
of violet tanbark beetle (Callidium violaceum)

kuvarica, an adaptation of traditional Serbian embroidery craft

3D animation (HD, duration 30:16), plywood boards found from the storage, adjustable clamps



















BIO

nabbteeri is a four-armed artist collective working with changing constellations of messy 
interactions between humans and other things. Their often ephemeral works change  
their form throughout long processes. Alongside of borrowed or repurposed surplus 
materials, nabbteeri’s stratified, mesh-like works include 3D modelling or other digital  
crafts. They think handworking is a tentacular and very species-typical human thinking 
tool.

In the past years, nabbteeri has worked with invertebrates in various home-like  
circumstances. They draw attention to the way that humans tend to exclude other species 
from spaces and environments we claim as our own. The artists live in an old wooden 
house which they share with various other life forms, such as common furniture  
beetles, or wood-decay fungi. In their video works intimate everyday observations and 
encounters with more-than human ways of life build poetic stories of death, melancholy 
and wonder.

nabbteeri was established in 2008 and consists of Finnish artists Janne Nabb (b. 1984)  
and Maria Teeri (b. 1985), who met already during their studies. nabbteeri was nominated 
as the young Finnish artist of the year in 2014 and participated in the Venice Biennale  
in 2019.


